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Details of Visit:

Author: Puffing Billy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 23 Nov 2014 2:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

 Easy to find modern apartment just out of the centre of Preston. Clear instructions from Nova.
Discreet location

The Lady:

 As described in her profile and as appears in her gallery (currently blonde)

The Story:

  Met at the door by Nova in a nice smart, mini dress. Wow. Ushered into her flat and offered a
shower which I took. Books covering a variety of subjects and in several languages-so not short of
material should you fancy passing the time with a good read! At first I wasnt too clear if we would
get on particularly as I was slightly nervous. I was particularly unsure of finding common ground but
from the off it was clear that Nova was going to make every effort to ease my nerves and make the
visit memorable. A gentle GFE gradually building in tempo and content as the meet progressed.
She has a well toned body and looks younger than her declared age. I do not want to go into too
much graphic detail but the activities, listed on her "likes", indulged in were carried out with
enthusiasm and expertise. However, one bit of detail I will mention is that this lady does have an
incredible "dirty" way of looking at you when things are nearing a crescendo that reached deep into
the base level of being a male! Good chat afterwards. Nova is a good conversationalist and very
sharp witted with a BBC style speaking voice-radio 4 could definitely be an alternative career. I
suspect, but didnt properly test, that she is more comfortable talking about the meaning of life rather
than who is in or out of X factor! Its difficult to sum this lady up; her profile on AW doesn't do her
justice I feel . Best I can say is at the start of the meeting I thought "Girl next door" but as things
progressed being in her arms became much like "being with..." rather than " being alongside..." this
lovely woman-a true GFE I thought. Hope I can repeat in the non too distant future
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